From September 2010 to June 2011, as a visiting professor, I was on sabbatical at NTT Photonics Laboratories in Japan. NTT Photonics Lab is a world leading institution in photonics and optoelectronics research. Based on the company’s request, I was doing research on quantum cascade laser modeling and DFB laser parameter extraction. With the help of the Photonics Lab director Dr. Enoki and my collaborators Dr. Fujisawa and Dr. Yamanaka, I was also arranged to visit five most advanced research groups at NTT. Although my sabbatical was disrupted by the earthquake, the achievement was phenomenal. I presented two research seminars (lectures) on Monte Carlo Simulation of carrier transport in nanostructure, and Monte Carlo method on DFB laser parameter extraction, respectively. For the first time, I applied the Monte Carlo method to the DFB laser parameter extraction application. The research led to one NTT Technical Report and two computer simulation packages for the company. Now I am working on the research paper submission and continued collaborative research proposals. I also incorporated some advanced research topics into a senior Engineering Physics course to make students familiar with the contemporary technology. Attached are the research report and the first research seminar presentation.
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In this report, we summarized the research results of two projects on (1) quantum cascade laser modeling and simulation, and (2) DFB laser diode parameter extraction. We investigated these two independent topics using a similar approach: the Monte Carlo method. Some results and algorithms are very interesting and original. The research achievement will lead to several publications in the near future. It should be noted that in this report, we didn’t present the history background or review of the research development. Therefore, our literature references are incomplete. For example, some milestone papers are not included in the reference list. Instead, we only gave the key information in order to develop the model, assuming the readers are familiar with the research topics. We tried to make the formulations complete and self-contained. With this report, the readers can easily follow the simulation procedures. The report can be used as a simulation implementation manual. Because of the March 11 earthquake, the projects had to be terminated earlier. This report also provides a clear road-map for future continued researches and collaborations.
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